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Abstract 

Costume has been variously perceived as mere clothes worn by 

actors and actresses. Beyond this perception, costume has deep 

semiotic implication which when wrongly applied, could send crises 

of meaning to the viewers. There is no gainsaying that high sense of 

professionalism needed in the area of film production could be 

achieved through costume. This study which was motivated by 

continuous exposure of sensitive parts of feminine bodies in film 

unearths the importance of proper costuming in Nollywood. It 

queries the costuming of women as objects of visual pleasure in 

Nollywood films. Thus embarks on a critical examination of the 

“near nude” costuming of various actresses in the following selected 

Nollywood films such asClub Girls and Girls in the Mood. The 

study adopts qualitative research method in analyzing the above 

mentioned films and equally adopts the theories of Visual pleasure 

by Laura Mulvey and the concept of corrupt costume by Tracy 

UtoEzeajulu as theoretical and conceptual frameworks. It 

recommends that the costumiers, actresses, directors and producers 

should see women as subjects of action and not objects. 

 

Introduction  

Costume is an important element, which promotes the visual effect of a film 

production. Costume reveals a character and his personality through its 

non verbal language. Costume which adds colour to the scene background 

of a film can be said to be indispensable because of the important roles it 
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plays in film productions. However a film can be read textually and 

contextually through its costume. Consequently, the simplest item of 

clothing in film can either accentuate or thwart the director’s message to the 

viewers. Proper costume plays significant roles in film productions through 

its definition of character, age, social status and occupation. 

 Costume has over the years been recognized in Hollywood and other 

classic film cultures as vital part of film design because of its succinct 

exposition of character personality and status through their immediate 

social environment. Similarly, costume as medium that goes a long way in 

establishing the relationship between characters or group of characters 

obviously reveal the actors tasks and idiosyncrasies in most foreign film 

cultures. 

 Most Nigerian video films are full of naked spectacles and the acts 

of nudity that appeal to the sexual desire of most male viewers rather than 

accentuating the semiotic implication of costume on viewers. Nudity in 

Nigerian video film is therefore mainly found among the female characters, 

this runs contrary to the popular culture of our society and is capable of 

inciting youths and impressionable minds into immorality and social ills. 

The carnal appeal of these films to the male folk however attracted a lot of 

controversies and resentments among some other classes of viewers.  

Hence the need for professionalism in the area of costume cannot be 

overemphasized. In line with visual pleasure theory, this work will be 

analyzing  twoNollywood films,Club Girls and Girls in the Mood. In these 

films, a close reading reveals a sharp contrast between the costumes of the 

female characters from their male counterparts.Thus, in the selected films, 

female nudity is valorized in order to make the women objects of male 

spectacle. 

 

 

 

Image and culture in Nollywood 
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Having noted the role Nollywood play in national development, its use of 

costume in representing women as objects of visual pleasurecalls for 

academic inquiry.Akande observes that with the reinvention of 

Nollywood, it should serve as a means of projecting the Nigerian image to 

foreign audience.Furthermore, he reveals that Nollywoodnames such 

asKanayo O. Kanayo, Ramsey Nouah, OmotolaJolade-Ekende, Genevieve 

Nnaji, Desmond Elliot, Sola Sobowale andNkemOwohetc are fast becoming 

tools for international diplomacy as well as cultural exportation and not just 

the coverage of the Nigerian newspaper and television.  

 

Nudity as a form of Costume 

Nollywood has seemingly experienced outrageous derailment in several 

aspects of production, most of these derailment cut across the characters’ 

costumes. Lately, scenes and plots of nudity especially among the female 

characters are common in Nollywood films. Such films are Club Girls, Girl 

in the Moon, Girls on Fire, Reloaded College Girls, AraSarafina,Uniben Babes, 

School Party,Cruz, My Soulmate, Johnny the Play Boy, just to mention but 

few.For the purpose of this study, only two of these films:Club Girls 

andGirls in the Mood.  

 Most of the costumes in these films reveal every profound part of a 

woman’s body.Women are therefore seen as object of visual pleasure. This 

trend of nudity in Nollywood calls for a serious rethink and the immoral 

effect of nudity in the psychology and social life of the indulgerscalls for a 

serious re-examination. Most viewers who consider these films immoral 

also see the characters who indulge in them as immoral. Most of the 

actresses wearing these costumes have been tagged as morally loose girls 

just because of their near-nude costumes. 

 Laura Muvey’s “Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema” employed 

psycho analysis in the analysis of Hollywood cinema. The result can be 

explained through the notion of Scopophilla, “the desire to see” which is a 

fundamental drive. Mulvey implies that sexual drive is what keeps the 

viewer glued to the screen. According to her, by looking at a character, a 
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situation orfiguresas an object of voyeuristic, visual pleasure is 

produced.(2006, pp. 59−64). Thus by costuming the female characters with 

their half nude costumes, films have perfected visual machinery suitable 

for male desire. Mulvey goes further to reveal the ways in which narrative 

as well as visual techniques in films make voyeurism into an exclusive 

prerogative of the male. In film narrative, male characters direct their gaze 

towards the female. The camera, character and spectator gaze objectify the 

female character and compose her as a spectacle (Muvey, 1989, pp. 19). 

 

Near-Nude costumes and their classifications: 

Uto−Ezeajugh enlists different near nude costumes which contribute 

towards objectifying women as objects of visual pleasure. 

Low Waits: A trouser or knicker worn in a very low waist style which 

basically leaves the upper part of the buttocks exposed.  

Monkey Jacket: Any short jacket which can be made of Jeans or ordinary 

material whose length is the breast level. 

Pencil Trouser: A trouser that is clinging to the body from waist to the feet 

out lining the curves of the body. 

Gown Top: A blouse or skirt that is long and reaches beneath the butt, 

almost like a short gown. 

High Waist Skirt: A corporate skirt that starts from the waist to the knee: 

the top is usually classic. 

Pencil skirt: A skirt that is shaped and clinging to the body from the waist 

to the knee.  

Jump Suit: A trouser or skirt that extends up to the chest region, covering 

the torso, with two narrow extensions emanating from it and running over 

the shoulders to join the waist at the back. It can also be described as shirt 

or skirt or trouser joined together without any visible demarcation and with 

a button or zip running down the center at the stomach. 

Leggings: Usually a lyre material in form of trouser, that is tight on the 

body from the waist to the feet (2011, p. 70) 
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These different costumes as observed by Uto-Ezeajugh form the costuming 

and strategy of turning women into object of visual pleasure. 

 

Concept of feminism andNollywood Costume 

Feminism is a social movement that has an enormous impact on film theory 

and criticism. Feminism has been widely attributed to have evolved from 

the women’s movement of the 1960s, however, the feminist movement for 

gender equality according to Peter Barry could be traced to the classical 

period. They traced feminism to mythical figure like 

Aristophanes’Lysistrata (as cited in Shaka and Uchendu, 2012, p.1). Thus 

women have always assumed an inferior status in their relationship with 

men. Shaka and Uchendu argue that the assumption of inferiority status by 

women has been inherited by Nollywood film culture which mirrors the 

society (2012, p. 2). 

 The mirroring of this gender role in Nollywood films seen is the 

projection of women as object of visual pleasure. This is reflected in their 

costumes which exposes the private parts of their bodies. This near-nude 

costume of the female gender in Nollywood has attracted stern criticism by 

feminist critics like Uto−Ezeajugh. In her article, “Costuming to corrupt 

Nigerian Video Films and the Images Question” Uto−Ezeajugh bemoans 

feminine representation in Nollywood. According to her,“apervasive 

costume culture, ranging fromskinpy dresses, see through blouses, too 

short and too tight skirts, to strapless/blouse, breast exposing, pubic hair 

exposing trousers, skirts and blouses have become hallmark of the Nigerian 

film industry (2011, p. 16). 

Umukoro and Okwuowulu note that apart from feminist academic 

criticism, some feminist producers have attempted to redefine the portrayal 

of the female gender in Nollywood films. In an article “Feminine Image in 

Two Nollywood films: The examples of Ije and Mr. and Mrs” they argue 

that ChinezeAnkene and ChinweEgwuagu have tried to rethink feminine 

image in their films repectively. They enumerated a number of female 

directors and producers in Nollywood such as AmakaIgwe, Ego Boyo, 
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EmemIsong, LilianAluto, FunkeAkindele, Uche Jumbo, MonalisaChinda 

amongst others. They assert that apart from the likes of FunkeAkindele, 

Uche Jumbo and MonalisaChinda who have produced films consciously 

crafted towards the feminist inquest of redefining the image of 

womanhood, there had been no conscious effort on the part of earlier 

female filmmakers of Nollywood towards addressing the female question 

(2010, p. 229). According to Smith, 

The role of a woman in a film almost revolves 

around her physical attraction and the mating 

games she plays with the male 

characters.Women provides trouble or sexual 

interludes for male characters, or are not 

present at all. Even when a woman is the central 

character she is generally shown as confused or 

helpless and in danger. Or passive, or as a 

purely sexual being (2006, Pp. 14−15). 

Citing Penley, God’spresencenote that women over the years have been 

portrayed as the projected evils as well as the desires of men. According to 

her,Penley observes that women have been badly characterized throughout 

the history of films that have been produced, and that women have been 

seen as victim, temptress, evil incarnate and earth mother (2014, p. 100). 

God’spresence’s stance that the negative portrayals of female images in 

films have been blamed on male filmmakers collaborates with the position 

of Umukoro and Okwuowulu (2010). Thus the emergence of female 

filmmakers could therefore be said to have evolved revolution against the 

nature of feminine portrayalby the male folk. God’spresence therefore 

encourages female filmmakers to collapse the domineering ideology 

imposed on them by male filmmakers. 

 The portrayal of female folk in Nollywood as objects of visual 

pleasure has degenerated to the emergent of soft porn genre in Nollywood. 

God’spresence traces the history of this emergent genre to Gallywood film 

culture. In an article titled “Cinematic Narrative with Obscenity and Near 
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Nudity as Popular Culture in African Cinema,” she observes that Socrates 

Sarto is behind most soft porn films in Gallywood. Citing few Gallywood 

soft porn films like Hot Fork, Big Black Boty, Ghana lesbian films,Ghana in lone, 

and Ghana lesbian couples,she asserts that comparatively Ghana seem to top 

the list of films that dean on lesbianism, porn and nudity (2013, p. 222). 

 

A Critical Reading of Costumes in Club Girls  

The film,Club Girl, directed by Mac. Collins Chidebe, is a narrative that 

revolves around Samantha (VeedaParko), a minister’s daughter who in 

spite of her father’s exalted position in the society engages in strip dances 

in night clubs. Being a member of strip club dancers, she would not give in 

to various admirers who often come her way. This is to conform with the 

cardinal rule of the strip club dance group where she belongs. However, 

she tries to bend this rule because Jude  (Ecow Smith Asante) fell in love 

with him. The narrative, woven in a simple plot structure, is typical of most 

Nollywood film that is devoid of filmic elements such as high suspense 

techniques, intrigues and dramatic twists. The first sequence of the film 

exposes the minister (Kofi Ajorlolo) and his family (Samantha’s family). The 

film, costumed by AmakaAkigwe has contrasting element of costume on 

different characters. In the area of presumed responsible characters such as 

the minister’s family, their costume represents their role and societal status. 

Sequel sequence  oneis a club scene which introduces Samantha and her 

friend’s in what Tracie Utoh christens “corrupt costumes” of tight fitted 

blouse and bum short which exposes their curves and contours.  

 

A Critical Reading of Costumes in Girls in the Mood 

The narrative starts with an astonishing nightmare by Victoria (Angela 

Okorie) who is hotly pursued by an undisclosed man. However Victoria 

wakes up shortly before she is shot in the dream. In spite of this dream, she 

steals Mr. Williams’ (IykeOlisa) dollars in the following morning.  She had 

slept with Mr. Williams in the penultimate night. That scene sets the theme 

of the narrative in motion. Just like Girls on Fire, Girls in the Mood, chronicles 
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three girls leaving together under one roof whose major occupation is 

prostitution.  

The narrative treats various themes such as incest, prostitution, drug 

abuse, sex, betrayal kleptomania and murder. All the themes treated by the 

narrative are deeply expressed through various corrupt costumes which are 

used to induce male visual pleasure. The thematic thrust of incest is seen in 

the role of Engr. Uche, (Ken Odurukwe) a multi millionaire and an oil 

merchant who though is portrayed as happily married man derives 

pleasure in sleeping with his only daughter Sandy (Mary Ann Basset). 

However, the theme of prostitution revolves around a number of girls in 

the narrative. Beyond this themes of prostitution, all other themes centre on 

Engr. Uche who also patronizes these prostitutes. Thus his sexual escapades 

project the film in the sub-genre of a soft pornographic film. This 

pornographic sub-genre foregrounds the visual pleasure which is 

apparently projected in the narrative through various indecent costuming. 

Among the professional prostitutes who are leaving together is Victoria 

who is portrayed as kleptomania, that often steals money from the men she 

sleeps with. On another note, Tessy (Annie Macauley) is seen as a drug 

addict who often smokes marijuana. She is also seen as a sex maniac. 

Furthermore, the theme of murder which involves Engr. Uche is purported 

to have murdered Jim (KelechiUdegbe) for   dating his daughter as seen in 

the film. Jim not only dates Engr. Uche’s daughter but at one point 

confronts him to stop committing incest by sleeping with his own daughter. 

This invariably made Engr. Uche to murder Jeff. In addition, the narrative 

equally features the theme  of betrayal as seen in characters of Goodness 

(Fatima Igiebor) and Malvel (EhiAchanya) who are both portrayed as best 

friends. Malvel swindles Engr. Uche who is previously dating Goodness. 

Goodness’ efforts to win his man back meetsbrickwall until Goodness 

employs a detective to discover that Malvel is dating Engr. Uche. Thus 

Goodness organizes and beats up Mavel. Again the beating scene is 

choreagraphed in indecent costuming.  
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Before Goodness discovers that Engr. Uche is sleeping with Mavel, 

on one occasion, in a bid to win back her man, Engr. Uche, Goodness 

dresses very seductively to his office. The intent of this scene is outwardly 

to arouse male visual pleasure. Though Engr. Uche does not give in to 

Goodness’ seductive adventure, the next scene where Malvel goes to Engr. 

Uche' s office with what seems to be most indecent costume is trailed by a 

high level of sexual escapee between Engr. Uche and Malvel in the office. It 

should be noted that the visit of Goodness to Engr. Uche’s office marks the 

height of the indecent costuming in the narrative. Goodness visits Engr. 

Uche in his office in the company of his friend to beg Engr. Uche to 

reconsider her in their failed relationship. Engr. Uche does not accent to the 

request and in a short time after they have left. Marvel visits him with 

alluring costume. Consequently, a sexual escapede ensues between them in 

the office. 

 

Costume Analysis of Mac-Collins Club Girls 

 
 

Samantha’s friend Michelle in seen here with a bum short and top that 

exposes her tight and shoulders.This Michelle’s costume does not properly 

represent women, rather it is a typical of the indecent or corrupt 
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costumeUto-Ezeajugh described which presents women as object of visual 

pleasure. 

 

 
Looking at Brown’s costume, which is almost a brazier which shows her 

breast, and a mini skirts which also reveals her tigh, one will begin to agree 

with Tracy Uto’s concept of corrupt costumes. This type of costume 

according toMuluyglues the viewers eyes to the screen. 

 

 
Brown in Mac-CollinsClubGirlsis costumed in a vey short shirt which 

reveal, her tighs and her pants especially as she robs her thighs seductively.  
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Venessa in seen with a very short gown which reveals her paints and at 

same time shows her upper naked body before an audience. This is exactly 

the problem this work is trying to solve. 

 

 
Cherry in Club Girls also, in costumed in a short skirt revealing her tight-

fitted pants which she eventually strips down amidst ovation by her 

teeming audience. 

Analysis of Costumes inIykeOlisa’sGirls in the Mood  
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Goodness visit Engr. Uche in his office wearing a hot min skirt and a tight-

fitted sleevless blouse revealing her body. The question is what will be the 

reaction of EngrUche as he see Goodness.This now bring us to the crux of 

the matter, such costume bring about visual pleasure. 

 

 
 

Mavel with her open breasted costume, according to Tracy Uto-Ezeajugh 

(corrupt costume) heads to Engr. Uche’s office. The costume exposes her 
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breast to the viewers, and this type of costume which projects women as 

objects of visual pleasure is what this paper condemns,  

 

 
 

Goodness is seen with her open breasted brazier in an office. 

 

Conclusion  

Near-nude costumes have been observed as a new form of feminine image 

dominatingNollywood films. The costumes displayed the films analyzed 

succeed in exposing the private parts of the ladies with the supposed 

intension of attracting viewer pleasure. This study has discussed that 

costumes play vital roles in film production.It conveys meanings and 

director’s message to the audience. Therefore professionalism should be the 

watch word for costuming female characters in Nollywood industry. 

 This work has thus reinforced the adverse effect of the trending 

indecent costumes in Nollywood. There are conscious efforts toward the 

redefinition of the woman’s image in Nollywood but these efforts are being 

thwarted by the indecent costumes worn by the actresses.   

 Women should be seen as subjects and not objects, therefore should 

be costumed modestly to avoid being seen as objects of visual pleasure. 
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Also, costuming should not be an afterthought in Nollywood film 

production because costume plays an important role in film production. 
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